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The Eight Patterns of  
OPEN BUSINESS AGILITY™ 
 
SUMMARY: 
 
Enterprise change programs routinely fail. Practices are implemented without regard to principles. The bridge from 
principles to practices is patterns. A focus on patterns has clear advantages. A pattern can be satisfied with any number 
of practices, resulting in freedom of choice in terms of practices selected. 
 
The trend of agile approaches moving up and out of engineering and into mainstream business is real. For most 
enterprises, a focus on patterns is essential for achieving genuine and lasting business agility. Dogmatic and rigid 
practice-centric frameworks do not work well for implementing business agility. A tailored approach based on the 8 
essential patterns of Open Business Agility is what wins this game. 
 
Getting this done requires the ability to gain access to and communicate with decision-making executives. The OLN 
class [Acting As An Executive Coach] gives you the skills you need to be able to do this. We cover acting: how to play the 
role of trusted adviser. We cover about 100 do’s and don’ts  in addition to executive and coach psychology.  
 
You can learn more here:  
[Acting As An Executive Coach] 
https://openleadershipnetwork.com/certification/courses/executivecoach1/ 
 
You’ll also need new skills on communication using a camera. The OLN class HOW TO TEACH ONLINE covers hundreds of 
small details you need to understand to be a great communicator online (it has almost nothing to do with high-tech 
tooling.)  
 
You can learn more here:  
[CONNECT & COMMUNICATE: How to Teach (and manage, and lead) Online 
https://newtechusa.net/teachonline/testimonials/ 
 
OLN Schedule and Course Listings:  
https://openleadershipnetwork.com/schedule/ 
 
 

The Eight Patterns of  
OPEN BUSINESS AGILITY™ 
 

THE CHECKLIST… 
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INTRODUCTION: 
 
q The problem with practices. Static approach. A coherent story about practices sells.  
 
q The pandemic (and tyranny of) practice frameworks  
 
q Values, Principles, PATTERNS, Practices. Patterns inform Practices 
 
q The eight patterns function as a system (they are inter-related) 
 
q Leadership Invitation is the keystone pattern 
 
 Invitations require much more rigor than leadership delegations 
 
q The other 7 patterns support the Leadership Invitation pattern 
 
q Invitation vs. Delegation 
 
 q Top talent needs autonomy and will vacate to find it elsewhere 
 
 q Leadership Delegation: 
 

q Generates lower volumes of feedback 
 

  q Delegation of responsibility WITHOUT authority is the norm 
 
 q Leadership Invitation: 
 

q Are attractive to top performers and top talent 
 
q Attracts more self-starters 
 
q Trigger decisions, which trigger engagement 
 
q Acknowledge that fact that top talent is at-will and voluntary 
 
 q Less than top talent is not 
 

q Authority defined. And power. 
 
q Authorization and Decision Rights. And impediments.  
 
q Skirmishes at the Boundary 
 
q What is an Open Pattern?  
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q What is a game? Gamers have Goals. Rules. Progress Tracking. Opt-in participation 
 
q Every good invite ALSO has these same elements: Goals. Rules. Progress Tracking. Opt-in participation 
  
 
 

PATTERN: Explicit Agreement 
 
An organization of individuals is largely defined by the expressed and implied agreements that those individuals enter 
into. Open patterns and practices make those agreements explicit.  
 
RELATED TO: Boundary Management, Clarity of Authorization, Interaction Protocols, Leadership Invitation 
 
q Starting before agreeing: BAD IDEA in general. Immediate in-flight issues and impediments 
 
q Skirmishes at the boundary of decision rights 
 
q Agreeing and aligning on roles, responsibilities and related decision rights 
 
q Start with the leadership team. If you have not done this, take a step back and cover this base. 
 
q Scrum or Kanban as a specific examples: getting agreement on those decision rights UP FRONT 
 
q Practice: GIIW: Get It In Writing 
 
q Study: Promise Theory: Promises by independent, at-will agents (no external impositions) 
 
q Practice: Explicit Agreements in Scrum (Scrum as a good game)  
 

q Resource: Scrum Checklist for Executives 
 
q Resource: Ready for Agile Checklist (defines Agile, Scrum, Kanban…in writing) 

 
NOTES:  
 

q Keep explicit agreements to the bare minimum needed to get the results you are seeking.  
Avoid too defining unnecessary agreements, to leave space for emergent agreement as needed.  

 
q Inspect agreements carefully on a cadence and make sure they are still working.   
 
q Explicit Agreements are in fact ‘game rules’ or ‘rules of the game’ between the parties 

 
SAMPLE PRACTICES: 
 
q Get It In Writing: Scrum Checklist for Executives…sign-off for executives on specific supporting behaviors  
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q Get It In Writing: READY FOR AGILE CHECKLIST…sign-off for stakeholders/managers/teams on key definitions & 
language including definitions for the words: Agile, Scrum, Kanban 
 
q Promise Theory 
q No Limits Self-Management 
q Pre-fabricated social system designs: Scrum for teams. Sociocracy for larger groups.  
q Your own customized designs for roles, rules, artifacts and events 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EXERCISE: EXPLICIT AGREEMENT AUDIT 
 
Desired Outcome:  
q Build of implied and expressed agreements at each level for your own situation 
q Identify which assumed (implied) agreements need modified to be super-explicit 
 
In pairs: 
Do a quick audit of explicit agreements inside your own work.  
 
Steps: 
q Taking turns, identify the explicit (not implied) agreements to support change in your own work, in the dimensions 
listed below dimensions:  
 
q Taking turns with each element: 
 

q Executive Leadership: what agreements have they made with each other to support the change? 
q Executive Leadership: what agreements have they made with the wider org to support the change? 
 
q Management: what agreements have they made with each other to support the change? 
q Management: what agreements have they made with the wider org to support the change? 
 
q Teams: Internally to the teams, what agreements have they made with each other to support the change? 
q Teams: Outside the teams, agreements have they made with other teams and the wider org? 
 

 
Questions to consider:  
q Where are the agreements (if any) documented? 
q How can these agreements be better managed in your own org and work? 
q What things can you do today to identify the essential explicit agreements needed, to improve clarity and 
encourage higher performance? 
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PATTERN: Boundary Management 
 
Especially with respect to authority and authorization, when using Open patterns and practices, essential boundaries 
are clearly defined by executive leaders. These boundaries are open enough to generate self-organization and are 
explicitly communicated and carefully maintained. Boundary Management domains include Time, Task and Territory. 
 
 
Related to: Explicit Agreements, Clarity of Authorization, Empirical Approach 
 
q Perimeters form boundaries.  
 
q The BART paper: Boundary, Authority, Role and Task 
 
q The ecotone: where boundaries between two worlds overlap 
 
q Game Rules define Boundaries and Constraints   
 
q Boundary Testing and Boundary Management 
  
q Boundaries in Living Systems  
 
q Attracted and Repelled at the Boundary   
 
q Boundary Integrity at the Cellular Level  
 
q Action and Protocol at the Boundary  
 
q Attracted and Repelled at the Boundary  
  
q Transitional Zones In Social Systems: The Ecotone  
 
q Game Rules define Boundaries and Constraints  
  
q Authority Boundaries 
 
q Regarding Decision-Making Authority   
 
q Task and Responsibility Boundaries 
 
q Time Boundaries: Punctuality is a property of high-functioning individuals and groups  
 
q Territory Boundaries: “Authorized space.” 
 
q Budget Boundaries: Decision-rights on expenditures 
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q Boundaries on Authorized Decision Rights. Decisions that affect the whole group are LEADERSHIP DECISIONS 
 
q Leadership Invitations Have Limits and Constraints (goals, rules, feedback mechanisms, opt-in) 
 
q Video: Promise Theory  (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2TPsB5WuZgk) from 1:54 to 6:17 
 
 
SAMPLE PRACTICES: 
 
q Gain Explicit Agreement on TIME Boundaries (Punctuality as a Practice) 
q Gain Explicit Agreement on TASK Boundaries, especially DECISION RIGHTS 
q Gain Explicit Agreement on TERRITORY Boundaries (and authorized access to resources) 
q Disciplined use of authority distribution/agile frameworks, such as Scrum 
q Leadership as game design 
 
 
EXERCISE: BOUNDARY MANAGEMENT AUDIT 
 
 
Desired Outcome:  
q Identify a list of issues and impediments to smoother functioning/higher performance, for study and learning in 
pairs. Note: Don’t try to SOLVE FOR to the boundary-management issue, simply IDENTIFY some of these in your own 
work.    
 
 
In pairs: 
Do a boundary management audit inside your own work.  
 
Steps: 
q Taking turns, think about and identify weak boundary management in your own work, in these dimensions:  
q Taking turns with each element: 

q Time boundaries (consider meetings….how punctual are they?) 
q Task boundaries  (Remember authority=the right to do certain work. Deciding is a work task…) 
q Decisions rights by role (which is actually a task-type by role) 

 
Questions to consider:  
q Where can these boundary types be better managed in your own work? 
q Where are things fuzzy, subject to interpretation, unclear in your situation? 
 
 

PATTERN: Interaction Protocols 
 
Open approaches clarify communication and understanding through protocols, which are small, shared agreements 
about how essential interactions are structured. Protocols enhance clarity of communication. Practices include NVC, 
Clean Language and the Core Protocols. 
 
Related to: Common Knowledge, Whole Group Process, Leadership Invitation, Explicit Agreements 
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Samples protocols in existence today: Clean Language, The Core Protocols, SVO-p, E-prime 
 
q Diplomacy uses protocols. Computer systems operate “over” protocols 
 
q A protocol is a structured and purposely constrained interaction procedure 
 
q Early Scrum used protocol in the Daily Scrum (past/present/future tense questions, 15 min timebox) 
 
q Clean Language: discover the metaphors the other person or group is holding and using in their model 
 
q The Core Protocols: Structured interactions for higher performance: Check In, Check Out, Decider protocol, etc 
 
q SVO-p: Subject Verb Object, present tense. Places action in the now. Clarifies thinking. Super-direct. Useful for 
boundary management (for establishing distance or gaining proximity depending on intentions.) 
 
q SVO-p avoids past tense (blame is often assigned to the past) and future tense (promises are assigned to the future) 
 
q E-Prime: Language that avoid the verb ‘to be’. Not: I am happy. Rather: I tend to be happy when I exercise. There 
are also criticisms of this protocol. See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/E-Prime  
 
q Start thinking about your meetings. How can adding some protocol improve the effectiveness of your meetings? 
 
 
EXERCISE: INTERACTION PROTCOLS 
 
Desired Outcome:  
q Build some experience thinking about protocol and protocol design, such that you can bring the idea into your own 
work. Also, get direct experience with a difficult but super-effective protocol: SVO-p 
 
 
In pairs: 
Identify, discuss and practice some interaction protocols. 
 
Steps: 
q Discuss any protocol (agreed-upon mutual interactions) that you can identify are being used inside this class. What 
protocols if any have we agreed to? 
  
q Converse in Subject-Verb-Object, present tense. Note: Questions must be of the form “I wonder if” and in all cases 
phrased as statements, not questions per se. Example: Do you like the color green? SVO-p: I wonder if you like the color 
green. Making a request: I hope you will describe more detail about that. Or: I am very interested in learning more 
about that. 
 
q Discuss your (mostly online) meetings and how you might be able to apply some simple protocol to improve the 
results of these meetings. What can you add to your meeting tomorrow that will improve the results you are getting? 
 
 
q Use this link to investigate and learn about Clean Language. Discuss the flow and the questions. Think about how 
you might be able to use it in your own work: gathering requirements, learning about why people are resisting change, 
etc. Link: https://cleanlearning.co.uk/about/faq/what-is-clean-language 
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PATTERN: Empirical Approach 
 
Organizations during times of change are more like living systems than they are like machines. If they continue acting as 
defined-process machines in the face of change, they get to fail. Acknowledging this reality includes recognizing the 
need for frequent iterations of experimentation and “learning by doing.” Practices include Agile practices such as Scrum 
and Kanban, and empirical approaches to coaching such as  
Fail Agility (https://openleadershipnetwork.com/certification/courses/failagility/) and  
The Agile Open Practitioner (https://openleadershipnetwork.com/certification/courses/aop1/) 
  
The empirical approach is, itself, a rational approach to complexity and incomplete information (complexity.) 
 
Related to: Boundary Management, Common Knowledge 
 
q Experimentation: Frequent low-cost, high-learning yield experiments are what wins the complexity game. Avoid 
expensive experiments.  

q Wait till the ‘last responsible moment’ 
 

q Iteration 
q Creation of arbitrary boundaries to create a beginning, middle and end… of a segment of time 
 

q Inspection 
 q Use the end of the arbitrary intervals of time to schedule periodic inspections 
 
q Learning 
 q Learn from periodic inspections following to the end of the arbitrary intervals of time 
 
q Adaptation 
 q Apply the learning to improve, even if only a little bit 
 
NOTES:  
 
q If this was easy, anyone could do it 
q Super cheap experiments that have the potential for a large yield of learning are the best kind to try 
q Empirical Approach works best in high-complexity or near-chaotic situations. Like trying to survive for example 
q What we call Agile is simply Empiricism aimed at a complex endeavor: software development. 
q To see down-low Empirical Approach in action, watch season 1 or 6 of the History Channel show ‘ALONE’ 
q What we call ‘business agility’ is actually a coordination problem, first and foremost 
q Agile is about reducing to DEFINED PROCESS what was once figured out using  EMPIRICAL PROCESS 
 
 
PRACTICES THAT EXPRESS THIS PATTERN: 
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q Scrum, Kanban, Clean Language, Open Space Technology, Authority Circle 

q Lean Startup, most Agile practices, most Agile frameworks (when implemented properly) 

 
 
 
EXERCISE: EMPIRICAL APPROACH  
 
Desired Outcome:  
q Get some direct experience with time-boxed empiricism 
 
 
 
Steps:  
Without going to breakout rooms, individually search for, discover and deposit into the Chat, the following: 
 
Great quotable quotes, about:  
 
The difference between DEFINED PROCESS CONTROL and EMPIRICAL PROCESS CONTROL as it relates to Agile topics 
 
Timebox: 12 minutes 
 
The Definition of DONE:  
 
Your delivery must… 
q Supply the quote you think is great, and  
q The author name, and 
q The link where the text may be found.  
 
Your delivery must NOT…. 
q Repeat any prior quotes, posted by other folks 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PATTERN: Whole Group Process  
 
Open approaches favor whole-group process over closed-door dialogue. To the maximum extent possible, the Open 
approach favors “getting the whole system in the room” to validate assumptions, gauge overall group readiness, and 
obtain validated, org-level alignments before proceeding. Practices include OpenSpace Agility, and meeting designs like 
Open Space Technology and Authority Circle.  
 
RELATED TO:   Common Knowledge, Leadership Invitation, Clarity of Authorization   
 
q Marvin Weisbord: “Get the whole system in the room” 
q Solutions to complex coordination problems requires the whole-group approach. Example: SAFe PI Planning 
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q Whole group events build Common Knowledge 
q Common Knowledge is used to coordinate (“scale”) very large groups, even entire nations 
 q No scaling without Common Knowledge !! 
q The effectiveness of ritual. Book RATIONAL RITUAL. 
q The primary purpose of INVITED whole group events is to coordinate in an empirical (do then learn) fashion 
q Ritual enhances prestige of leaders (nothing to fear) 
q Invited vs mandated whole group events 
q All meetings are games. This means Whole Group event are (designed) games 
 
 
q Open Space, the game, up close:  
 q Goal: Explore the Theme 
 q Rule: Invited not compelled; not one has to attend 

q Rule: (Principle) Wherever it happens is the right place 
 q Rule: (Principle) Whoever comes are the right people 

q Rule: (Principle) Whenever is starts is the right time 
 q Rule: (Principle) Whatever happens is the only thing that could happen 

q Rule: (Principle) When it’s over it’s over 
 q Rule: (Law) Law of Two Feet: go where you can contribute and/or LEARN 

q Progress Tracking: News Room contains proceedings, that grow as the day progresses 
q Progress Tracking: Through time 
q Progress Tracking: Through events (Opening Circle, Small Sessions, Closing Circle, Delivery of Proceedings) 
q Opt-in Participation: YES, for main event and all small sessions 
 
 

q Authority Circle: Same thing (Goals, Rules, Progress Tracking.) BUT is not strictly opt-in and could be mandated.  
q Authority Circle: Opens less space but still develops Common Knowledge 
 
NOTES: 
 
q All meeting are games, therefore whole-group events need clear design of goals, rules, progress/feedback tracking, 
and opt-in participation 
q Whole-group events build Common Knowledge 
 
 
PRACTICES THAT EXPRESS THIS PATTERN: 
 
q Authority Circle 
q Open Space Technology 
q ”The Debate” 
q Open (transparent) communication 
q Customized meeting designs 
 
EXERCISE: WHOLE GROUP PROCESS 
 
Exercise: THE DEBATE 
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Desired Outcome:  
q Learn about and get some experience in Whole Group Process 
 
 
 
Steps:  

1. Form 2 groups.  
2. Group A defends the invited approach to leadership.  
3. Group B defends the imposed approach 
4. Each group elects an initial debate to start. 
5. Phase1: elected debaters debate 
6. Phase2: anyone else on a debater’s team can ‘tap’ them out and take their place. 
7. Phase3: anyone at any time can tap any then-current debater out and take their place.  
8. Mechanics: Change your name to first name and team name in Zoom, so we can see who is who. 
9. Teacher facilitates 

 
 

 

PATTERN: Common Knowledge 
 
Often associated with transparency, common knowledge is up-to-date shared information that everyone in the 
organization knows. The generation of common knowledge is essential to coordinating very large groups at scale. 
Practices that enable Common Knowledge always have a whole-group aspect. The communication of values and 
principles, communication transparency and Open leadership practices like Open Space build Common Knowledge. 
 
RELATED TO: Whole Group Process, and by implication, all the other patterns as implemented (or not) 
 
q Use to scale coordination between very large groups (entire civilizations) 
q  ‘Scaling’ is impossible without common knowledge 
q Common knowledge is easily generated by RITUAL processes 
q Common Knowledge is cultural in nature 
q Book: Rational Ritual : Culture, Coordination, and Common Knowledge 
by Michael Suk-Young Chwe. Link: https://www.amazon.com/Rational-Ritual-Culture-Coordination-
Knowledge/dp/0691114714 

 

NOTES: 
 
q Ritual is extremely powerful for building Common Knowledge 
q Nothing scales without Common Knowledge 
q Whole-Group Process (ritual) builds Common Knowledge 
 
 
PRACTICES THAT EXPRESS THIS PATTERN: 
 
q All-hands meeting/whole-group ritual (Open Space Technology) 
q Authority Circle (Appendix B in the INVITING LEADERSHIP book) 
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q Any customized/designed/fit-for-purpose Whole-Group design 
 
 
EXERCISE: COMMON KNOWLEDGE 
 
 
Desired Outcome:  
q Investigate object examples of Common Knowledge and learn by studying these examples 
 
 
Steps:  

1. In pairs, discuss what is Common Knowledge in THIS CLASS 
2. In pairs, discuss those elements AS PART OF THE CULTURE of this class  
3. In pairs, identify THE RITUALS of this class and then discuss any link to the culture and Common Knowledge that 

is available (and assumed) by each student 
4. After the pairs discussion, we plan to debrief 

 
 

 
PATTERN: Clarity of Authorization 
 
In the Open approach, the delegation of responsibility always includes the clear and explicit delegation of the authority 
that is actually needed to deliver. Clarity of Authorization rolls up several other patterns with the topic of Clear 
Delegation of Authority: Explicit Agreement, Leadership Invitation, and Boundary Management. Because Clarity of 
Authorization is so essential to higher functioning and higher performance, it has its own place as one of the essential 8 
Patterns of Open Business Agility™. 
 
RELATED TO: Explicit Agreement, Leadership Invitation, Boundary Management 
 
DEFINITIONS:  
q Accountability: liability for ensuring a task is satisfactorily done 
q Responsibility: See Accountability 
q Authority: the right to do specific work  
q Power: the exercise of authority. Example: Product Owner prioritizes the Product Backlog.  
 
q Delegation always pertains to responsibility, but often does not include enough authority.  
In delegation, there is often a real lack of clarity around what authorization is included. 
 
q When there is clarity of authorization, there is higher functioning and higher performance. Example: Scrum, when 
implemented properly  
 
q Proper authorization is: Clearly specified, agreed upon, and adhered to.  
 
q The BART paper (also found in the Appendix of the INVITING LEADERSHIP book) provides a good backgrounder on 
the concept of authority: https://it.uu.se/edu/course/homepage/projektDV/ht09/BART_Green_Molenkamp.pdf 
 
q Clarity of Authorization is a very important aspect of Leadership Invitation  
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q Clarity of Authorization usually pertains to DECISION RIGHTS  
q For Clarity of Authorization to be operative, the pattern behaviors Explicit Agreement and Boundary Management 
must be expressed in practice 
 
q Most impediments to business agility are about a LACK of Clarity of Authorization 
  
NOTES: 
 
q Clarity of Authorization is a composition of Explicit Agreement and Boundary Management 
q Clarity of Authorization is necessary to compose a well-formed INVITATION (the “Clear Rules” aspect of a good 
game) 
 
PRACTICES THAT EXPRESS THIS PATTERN: 
 
q Open Space Technology (when 100% invited with no sanctions for opting out) 
q Scrum (done right) 
q Kanban (done right) 
q Inviting Leadership (which expresses the Leadership Invitation pattern as described in the book of the same name) 
 
 
EXERCISE: CLARITY OF AUTHORIZATION 
 
Desired Outcome: Identification and possible solutions to issues with clarity of authorization in your own work. 
 
In pairs:  
 
Steps:  

1. DESCRIBE: Take turns describing a situation in your recent work where the clarity of authorization is low. It 
could be your own authorization, or the authorization of someone in a Scrum role or a Kanban role. Or a 
Scaled-Agile Framework role. Explain the situation and the effects. Identify the impact of any issues related to 
lack of explicit agreements and/or boundary management issues that are present. 
 

2. SOLVE FOR:  
a. Name a couple of actions that could remedy the situation. 
b. Determine if these actions can actually be taken or not, given the situation  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PATTERN: Leadership Invitation 
 
This is the primary or keystone pattern that most of the other patterns are supporting. Open patterns use an opt-in 
“pull” approach rather than an imposition-based “push” approach to manifest and maintain enterprise-level change. 
Practices include Open Space Technology, Inviting Leadership and No-Limits Self Management. 
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RELATED TO: All of the other seven (7) patterns 
 
 
q Start thinking of business-agility leadership as….GAME DESIGN. Apply game-DESIGN THINKING to the act of leading 
transformational change 
 
q Well-formed GAMES have clear roles, rules, progress/feedback tracking, and opt-in participation 
 
q Well-formed INVITATIONS **also** have clear roles, rules, progress/feedback tracking, and opt-in participation 
 
q The TED talk by Jane McGonical explains the importance of games and game design: 
https://www.ted.com/talks/jane_mcgonigal_gaming_can_make_a_better_world#t-361246 
 
q Well-formed GAMES feed positive brain chemistry, making us FEEL GOOD via the perceived senses of:  
 Control 
 Progress 
 Belonging, and… 
 PURPOSE 
 
q Invitations vs Delegations: it is not even close. Invitations generate LOADS more feedback.  
And good agile process runs on….FEEDBACK 
 
q Warning: Games can be abused to control people, for example, the SESAME CREDIT civil obedience system of 
China. See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lHcTKWiZ8sI 
 
q Leadership can TIGHTEN UP THE GAME MECHANICS by paying attention to opt-in game dynamics:  
 

q GOALS 
q RULES 
q PROGRESS/FEEDBACK tracking 
q OPT IN participation 

 
q Through invitation mechanics, executives can:  
 

q GENERATE a very high quantity of feedback 
q GAUGE the readiness (willingness) of the group to move 
q IDENTIFY champions for change 
q MOVE the whole group via the enormous untapped energy that was previously not identified 
q PRODUCE outcomes that are far beyond what is possible using conventional MANDATES and delegations 

  
NOTES: 
 
q Start thinking about executive psychology. Many of these executives  are not prepared for the shifts taking place 
now. 
q Think about how you will design an approach to introduce Leadership Invitation concepts to your executive, not byy 
lecture but rather through direct experience. What can you invite then to do, learn or try that will produce the most 
learning in this area? 
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q The basic concept is, when they say NO, reduce the ask by half. That is, after a delay, ask for less, about ½ of what 
you asked for in the previous invitation you issued.  
 
 
 
 
PRACTICES THAT EXPRESS THIS PATTERN: 
 
q Optional Meetings: Any invited optional meeting (Open Space Technology) 
q No Limits Self-Management 
q Open Space Agility 
q Any optional-to-attend event that is invited by a person who participates in decisions that affect the whole group 
(includes but is not limited to persons in highly authorized roles in the organization; executives etc.) 
 
 
EXERCISE: LEADERSHIP INVITATION 
 
 
Desired Outcome: Get some experience designing leadership invitations 
 
Steps:  
 
q In this exercise, you will design a leadership invitation FOR an executive decision-maker.  
Your invitation’s wider intent is to teach something about the links between decisions, employee engagement, and 
improved results. So this has a “meta” quality: in this situation, YOU are the leader and the executive is the receiver of 
your leadership invitation.  
 
q Taking turns, tell your story and select a strategy. Will you invite a viewing of a video, the reading of a book, or 
making a meeting optional, or will you ask for something bigger? Your invitation must fit the context of the current 
stance of this executive. Your invite must be designed to get a YES since a NO is a setback that will cause you to ask for 
less next time. 
 
q Design your invitation with your thinking partner. Make sure you define clearly the goals, rules, progress, and opt-in 
participation 
 
q Output: Two action plans, one per participant 
 
***end*** 
 


